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Alaska’s only feline typically 
keeps to itself, but Alaskans 
in Southcentral have  
reported seeing them  
regularly in recent years.  
Credit: Matthew Quaid/ 
greatnorthernimages.com
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The bearded descendant of Scots,   who’d 
look at home in Braveheart, studies the 
energy budgets and movement ecology 
of Brooks Range lynxes, the continent’s 
northernmost population. He was check-
ing 20 bird carcass-baited live traps near 
Wiseman this November morning, as he 
does twice a day, when the door of one 
triggered quickened its radio-signal beeps. 
Having approached the wire-and-boards 
enclosure, he’d jabbed a syringe on a stick 
into the occupant’s haunch, the animal’s 
meatiest part. The drug, dosed and injected 
correctly, stuns lynxes in two to three min-
utes. Their eyes, eerily, do not close; their 
amber gaze never wavers. Blindfolds spare 
sedated lynxes the sight of dreadful giants, 
easily seared into memory.

Kynoch weighs the lynx in a burlap sack 
hung from a Newton meter and attaches 
a GPS collar. Pairing 10 data points per 
second with tracks in fresh snow opens 
windows onto the animal’s existence. An 
assistant samples hair for genetic analyses 
and measures the body, head and neck cir-
cumference, chest girth, length of canines, 
and limbs. Kneeling by the blanket, 
Kynoch monitors pulse, respiration, and 

FELINE BOOM 
AND BUST

The destined 
dance of lynx  

and hare

by MICHAEL ENGELHARD

The silver-and-
rust, dappled cat 

with flared  
sideburns droops 
in Matt Kynoch’s 

embrace like a 
30-pound  

ragdoll. He carries 
it to a tarp and 

blanket spread on 
the snow. Stark 

lands run in  
the captor’s as 

well as the  
captive’s blood. 
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temperature to ensure his ward doesn’t 
suffer from the procedure. Thanks to his 
expert care, none ever has.  

Specifically, Kynoch researches sea-
sonal effects upon lynx forays for the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks Institute 
of Arctic Biology. Since direct observa-
tion alters wildlife behavior, he prefers 
remote signatures. The collars illumi-
nate feline mobility and lead biologists to 
busy dens until the onscreen blips freeze 
when batteries run out after two to three 
years. Inbuilt accelerometers similar to an 
iPhone’s or Fitbit’s step counter let Kynoch 
quantify and unravel hunting attempts by 
matching satellite recordings of individ-
ual speed bursts with imprints in down 
fluff and drifts. He’s documented striking 
lynx efforts—one sprang like coiled steel 
from its resting position, covering 13 feet 
in its first leap. 

This technology, used widely on marine 
mammals, is fast gaining ground in ter-
restrial settings and for the same reason. 
It shadows the elusive. It watches the 

watchers, footloose foragers. You can 
traipse for decades through Alaska, let 
alone Maine, and not see a lynx, though it’s 
listed as common here. The normally lone 
boreal ghost drifts through shade pool-
ing blue under spruces, frost and smoke 
coalescing around liquid-gold orbs. You’ll 
more likely spot wolverines. 

Keen hearing, claws kept razor-sharp 
by retracting them, and night vision six 
times better than ours due to pearly, reflec-
tive tissue backing the retina help lynxes 
vanquish hares, circa 75 percent of their 

diet. Grouse, ptarmigans, squirrels, voles, 
beaver kits, carrion, and the rare caribou 
provide the rest. Expert nocturnal stalk-
ers, lynxes also ambush from day beds 
in undergrowth. Rangy legs ending in 
fur-rimmed, leathery pads—equivalents 
of hares’ “snowshoes” and men’s size 13 
feet—propel them, sometimes on zigzag 
chases. The muffling paws truly are killer 
mitts, outclassing competitor species in 
deep powder. On hard crust, toes splay, 
exposed nails become ivory crampon 
spikes. Sensors at the roots of regal eyebrow 

Above: A male lynx (left) follows a female 
during the spring mating season.  
Right: Snowshoe hares are a lynx’s favorite 
meal. The hares change color with the seasons. 
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and muzzle whiskers alert the cat’s brain to obstacles and breezes 
and to airwaves betraying motion. Black, iconic brush ear-tips 
either complement these vibrissae or “nostril hairs,” or amplify 
sounds, or play no role whatsoever. If anything, most hares’ last 
glimpses reveal the rivet pupils of a predator that, like its target, 
trusts in stealth and camouflage. Lynxes do not look at you but 
into you, anticipating your moves. Dangling feathers, mirrors, 
or shiny CDs lure these bob-tailed curtain-twitchers, a trait sci-
entist-trappers exploit. 

The balance of calories reaped versus calories spent impacts 
lynx numbers. Those plummet and spike hitched to snowshoe 
hares in a sustained, vital pas de deux. Bunny bumper crops feed 
lactating lynxes and their mewling progeny, allowing more kitties 
to survive and procreate. The hares in turn breed like—well—
rabbits until predators, diseases, or vegetation changes decimate 
them. In a Pythonesque twist, the cuddly hippety-hops, so-called 
“herbivores,” have been observed gnawing on a deceased lynx 
and their own dead.

Lepus americanus and consequently Lynx canadensis peak-
ing roughly every decade rank among the wildest periodic swings 
in the northern conifer belt’s fauna, a textbook example of eco-
logical links. While new facts still surface, the big picture is clear. 
With fewer, smaller litters, hare numbers nosedive when food—
saplings and shrubs—is scarce or predators kill or keep hares from 
favorite pastures. Physiological responses to stress matter and 
can be gauged from cortisol levels in hare pellets. Anxious hares, 
easier, panicky prey, bolting or hunkering down to evade death, 
transmit fear to subsequent 
generations. Wolves, martens, 
owls, squirrels, minks, foxes, 

Right: Matt Kynoch removes a 
sedated lynx from the trap. M
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ravens..., “almost everything eats hares,” 
says Charles Krebs, a Canadian zoologist 
who has analyzed their cycles in the Yukon 
since 1975.  And brown or white invisibility 
cloaks, reversed by length of day, not tem-
perature, lose their power as the climate 
comes unhinged.  

The hares’ slump lasts three to four years. 
They quickly rebound when leaner lynxes 
rear fewer survivors or none. Though the 
long-eared fuzzies rarely see a second 
spring, they can sire leverets at the age of 
one, which, unchecked, triples or quadru-
ples their biomass annually—a welcome 
protein and vitamin boost for she-cats 
whelping in May. “Bun buns,” in the lingo of 
UAF graduate students, curb moose where, 
proliferating, they strip too many willows 
of bark and buds. At their climax, crowding 
and competition being rampant, birthrates 
diminish. “Hockey stick” graphs depict 
these recurring oscillations: a steep spring 
ascent, apex, and slow winter attrition. 

Lynxes follow the hares’ abundance 
lagging by a year or two. Historical fur 
trade records reflect this pattern familiar 
to Native hunters and veteran trappers. 
Successful lynxes average two or three 
kittens, but Kynoch and others around 
Wiseman discover six, even eight, piled 

inside dens, hissing, yarn-ball-size won-
ders shooting azure, glacial looks, baring 
tiny stiletto teeth, feisty already in infancy. 
Famished cats abort or don’t conceive alto-
gether. Youngsters, whose irises yellow as 
they mature, winter with their mother 
until she again mates in March. She needs 
to secure one large hare or 50 voles for 
them almost daily. Fully weaned at three 
months, kittens start eating solids after one. 
Pussyfoots in the woods, they apprentice 
by trailing white eyespots behind mom’s 
ears in fall’s weakening, watery light. 

 Kynoch’s advisor, the Norwegian-born 
ecologist Knut Kielland—don’t silence the 
initial K—resembles his grizzled study sub-
jects. A twinkle kindles his round, whis-
kered, spectacled face as he greets me in 
UAF’s Wood Center cafeteria. The self-de-
clared “redneck scientist–animal lover,” a 
trapper for 20 years and a musher for 30, a 
decade ago began collaring lynxes he foot-
snared. He named them, for easier refer-
ence and acknowledging personalities. 
Some have been tricked 20 times. “Eddie 
doesn’t get fazed anymore,” Kielland says 
of one. His work on lynx-hare dynamics is 
part of the Northwest Boreal Lynx Project, 
which involves several federal wildlife 
refuges and the Park Service. Lynx home 
ranges, whose extent varies considerably, 
are one of Kielland’s many interests. He 
believes the animals’ straying, namely, dis-
persal and immigration, largely controls 

population sizes. Tom territories can con-
tain those of she-cats, which frequently 
overlap, as daughters choose ranges next 
to their mother’s and may hunt with her 
as adults. 

Lynxes tell kin from strangers and cats 
in heat through urine scent-marks sprayed 
onto tree stumps. In Alaska, 130 currently 
are “on air,” blue and red serial dots, males 
and females crisscrossing Kielland’s lap-
top in Google Earth. Plotted in time-lapse 
fashion, telemetric lynxes zip about like 
electrons. Occasionally, two briefly merge, 
spelling the noisy fulfillment of lusts. 

Above: Lynx Canadensis inhabits most of 
Alaska and prefers forested areas with abun-
dant small prey.  Right: Kittens from a litter of 
six near their den. 
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Pathway clusters indicate dens, occupied 
beyond June. Capable swimmers, a few 
ramblers also climb mountaintops. One 
was shot at the Barrow dump; another 
explored Noatak headwaters; 800-mile, 
10-week two-way sorties and loops have 
been logged. Outliers roamed where they 
did inexplicably, neither for food nor for 
mates. That is great humble pie, one more 
mystery for a smart-aleck biped. How lit-
tle we’ve fathomed the minds of fellow 
creatures. 

Kielland has collared snowshoe hares, 
too. When the wee bounders no longer 

bound, the signal frequency doubles and 
researchers retrieve bodies to pinpoint the 
cause of death. The jolly professor found 
that 80 percent of his tagged browsers, 
while mostly maintaining weight, expire 
by April. In the 50-mile Wiseman study cor-
ridor, lynxes pounce often at mineral licks 
that hares love. The cats broadened typical 
valley-bottom ranges, patrolling uplands 
and slopes, because hares venture there, 
and perhaps, to surprise the odd Dall sheep.  

 The lynx Matt Kynoch dazed and kept 
warm on the blanket is stirring. As soon as 
it lifts its ruffed head, he carries it into the 

cage for complete recovery. He raises the 
trap door after an hour or so. Sexed, named, 
stuck with a digital necklace, scrutinized 
yet inscrutable, the hostage to science has 
caught on to human ruses. But he’s still 
none the wiser about our intents. Kicking 
up spangles, he streaks into freedom. 

A cabin dweller on the Fairbanks out-
skirts, Michael Engelhard hopes a lynx 
and passel of kittens will someday grace 
his porch with a visit as one family in 2017 
did an Anchorage hillside home. C
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